
Sun	in	Aquarius/Moon	in	Aquarius:	
	

Iconoclast	
 
Your interests range from living among native peoples, decoding ancient secrets, or 
looking through a microscope.  Because in your quests you may really discover 
something, which wins you recognition, there is a good chance you will succeed. 
Frequently though, double Aquarians become so mired in their unusual pursuits that 
they begin to lose touch with reality. Or, on occasions, their discoveries are just so 
futurist that the rest of the world does not value them until many years later. An 
Aquarius-Aquarius can often be spotted by that distant sparkle in their eyes and 
enthrallment is the key to their character. The unusual, the unnoticed and the untested 
are things you are alert to. You are always lost in thought with some new, burning 
interest and are high-strung and very energetic. Your inquisitiveness and taste for the 
exotic are voracious. You have a special type of intuition together with considerable 
intelligence and imagination. You always look toward the future, and somehow seem 
to know what it will bring; this holds true even in the distant future. But you do tend to 
be somewhat inconsistent and unclear. Your concentration and enthusiasm usually 
weaken quickly even though you start a project with total dedication. Friends are wary 
when talking to the thrill-seeking and unpredictable double Aquarius. Your biggest 
issue is to find something that will focus and hold your interest. There is an impulsive 
aspect about you that can be totally frightening and can cause people to keep their 
distance. The fact is that you are an odd person and will not change anytime soon. 
People who cannot accept this will be sadly disappointed. You are attracted to work 
that permits a lot of freedom and independence and satisfies your never-ending 
curiosity. Accepting your own uniqueness can perhaps let people find it easier to be 
comfortable around you. Professionally, science and reporting are fields that might 
interest a double Aquarius. You are insecure about yourself in spite of your magnetic 
and extroverted personality. It is vital that you have many assorted, interesting 
associations because friends are important to you. And associations are what they 
should be termed. It is almost impossible for you to become actually intimate with 
anyone because you are so detached. By the same token it is nearly impossible for 
you to hate someone, because you like to be a "friend" to everyone. Others are drawn 
to you because you are unique and your charm is unusual, but some of your more 
eccentric characteristics and can also rebuff them by your extreme independence. 
  


